
CS 270: Algorithms Lab classes - Week 9 Dr Oliver Kullmann

In the lab-classes this week, we experiment with algorithms for solving the making change
problem, in particular its dynamic programming solution. Furthermore, we will compare the
runtime for the top-down recursive algorithm with the dynamic programming solution.

Update the environment: Update the repository via

git pull

or, if you didn’t create it before, create a (new) clone by

git clone git://github.com/OKullmann/CS-242-Algorithms.git

Change to the subdirectory for week 9:

cd ~/CS-242-Algorithms/201112/Week09/

Basic setup: The two main files which we will be interested in are ChangeMaking.java and
Experiment.java; compilation as usual via make.

The first file, ChangeMaking.java, provides function making change for computing the array
c from the coin-values given by array d and the value N , function pay out for extracting the
solution from a given c, and function rec making change for computing the minimum number of
coins needed from the coin-values given by array d and the value N .

The second file, Experiment.java, provides four experiments which we will study below.

First Task: Read the code of ChangeMaking.java and try to understand it, e.g., try
to relate it to the algorithms we discussed in the lectures.

Experiment I For N = 10 and d1 = 1, d2 = 3, d3 = 4 simulate the change-making algorithm
on paper, by calculating the c-table, and extracting the solution. Use the space below to write
down the c-table.

Discuss your answers with the postgrads.

Now run ExperimentDP to solve the making change problem using the dynamic programming
solution. For example, this application is run as follows:

> java ExperimentDP 35264 45 23 26 21

Optimal number of coins needed: 786

Solution: 781*45 + 2*23 + 2*26 + 1*21 = 35264
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1. Run the above example, and check the c-table.

2. Try further example, e.g. N = 122, d1 = 1, d2 = 6, d3 = 9, or N = 231, d1 = 1, d2 = 6,
d3 = 11, d4 = 34.

3. Run N = 11, d1 = 3, d2 = 4, d3 = 5, and extract from the c-table two solutions.

Discuss your answers with the postgrads.

Experiment II Run some of the above examples with the top-down recursive program. This is
run for example as follows:

> java ExperimentRec 122 1 6 9

Optimal number of coins needed: 16

[Hint: Ctrl-c will stop the program.]

Experiment III Now we want to compare the running time of the top-down recursive program
with the running time of the dynamic-programming solution. For this, we will use ExperimentA

and ExperimentB: the former applies the dynamic programming solution to a range of values,
where the latter applies the top-down recursive program to a range of values. Both experiments
have a list of coin-values hard coded in it. This list is at the beginning very trivial, and you will

have to expand it to something more reasonable – but make sure that you choose the same list
for both experiments.

Run both experiments for the same value, e.g. N=300, and plot the resulting graphs using R as
we did in week 2. Can you explain the difference between the two graphs?

Show the plots produced by R of your data to the postgrads. Discuss your answers

to the above questions with them.
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Example Session

Week09> java ExperimentDP 35264 45 23 26 21

Optimal number of coins needed: 786

Solution: 781*45 + 2*23 + 2*26 + 1*21 = 35264

Output of array c ? Enter "y" or "n": n

Week09> java ExperimentRec 122 1 6 9

Optimal number of coins needed: 16

Week09> java ExperimentA 10

# Dynamic Programming Making Change

amount executionTime

0 1173032

1 49729

2 5756

3 5920

4 6429

5 9008

6 7225

7 7651

8 8121

9 8677

10 9123

Week09> java ExperimentB 10

# Recursive Making Change

amount executionTime

0 1732309

1 59476

2 2914

3 3253

4 3627

5 4028

6 4439

7 5096

8 5221

9 5629

10 6003

Week09> java ExperimentA 300 > outA.txt

Week09> java ExperimentB 300 > outB.txt

Week09> R

> EA=read.table("outA.txt", header=TRUE)

> EB=read.table("outB.txt", header=TRUE)

> z=EA$executionTime

> plot(EB,type="l")

> lines(z,col="red")

> q()

Save workspace image? [y/n/c]: n

Week09>
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